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Abstract: Layered perovskite oxides are considered as promising cathode materials for the solid
oxide fuel cell (SOFC) due to their high electronic/ionic conductivity and fast oxygen kinetics at low
temperature. Many researchers have focused on further improving the electrochemical performance
of the layered perovskite material by doping various metal ions into the B-site. Herein, we report that
Sc3+ doping into the layered perovskite material, PrBaCo2O5+δ (PBCO), shows a positive effect of
increasing electrochemical performances. We confirmed that Sc3+ doping could provide a favorable
crystalline structure of layered perovskite for oxygen ion transfer in the lattice with improved
Goldschmidt tolerance factor and specific free volume. Consequently, the Sc3+ doped PBCO exhibits a
maximum power density of 0.73 W cm−2 at 500 ◦C, 1.3 times higher than that of PBCO. These results
indicate that Sc3+ doping could effectively improve the electrochemical properties of the layered
perovskite material, PBCO.
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1. Introduction

The solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is an attractive eco-friendly energy conversion system because of
its high energy conversion efficiency, fuel flexibility, and low emission of pollutants [1–8]. Recently,
many studies have focused on developing low-temperature (400–600 ◦C) SOFCs (LT-SOFCs) because
the intermediate-to-high-operating temperature (600–1000 ◦C) causes critical issues, such as material
degradation and expensive maintenance costs [9,10]. However, the low-operating temperature leads to
high cathodic polarization due to the slow kinetics of oxygen ion transfer. In this respect, mixed ionic
and electronic conductors (MIECs) have received great attention because of their high electrocatalytic
activity for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), high electrical conductivities, fast surface exchange
coefficient, and high oxygen diffusivity characteristics. Also, the ORR occurs not only at the triple
phase boundary (TPB) but at the entire surface of the cathode (i.e., the two-phase boundary, 2PB),
because oxygen anions can transport through the MIEC bulk [11].

Among MIECs, layered perovskites have been widely used for SOFC cathode material because
of its exceptional electrochemical catalytic activity [12–16]. These layered perovskites have a general
formula of AA’B2O5+δ, where A, A’, and B are trivalent lanthanide ion, alkaline earth metal, and
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a first-row transition metal, respectively. The layered perovskite consists of a stacking sequential
layer of . . . |A’O|BO2|AOδ|BO2| . . . along the c-axis [4,10,17]. This layered structure possesses a
disorder-free channel for ion motion in the |AOδ| and |BO2| planes that can provide fast oxygen-ion
transport [18,19].

Recently, many researchers have devoted efforts to further improving the electrochemical
performance of the layered perovskite by substituting various metal ions [20–26]. For example,
substituting constant-valence state metal ions (e.g., Nb5+, Ta5+, and Ti4+) into the perovskite could
increase the ionic conductivity by reducing the lattice strain that occurs during the oxygen ion
transport [27–30]. Especially, in the oxygen transport membrane system, it was reported that doping
scandium into the perovskite-type oxide improves the electrochemical property by lowering the
activation energy for oxygen ion transfer [31,32]. In this regard, the Sc3+ doped layered perovskite
oxide is expected to exhibit a lower cathode polarization of the LT-SOFC.

The crystal structure along with the A and/or B site cations play a significant role in determining
the electrical and ionic properties of PrBaCo2O5+δ (PBCO) perovskite oxides. Based on the literature
data and experimental observations, several interesting relationships between the crystal structure,
composition, and electrochemical properties have been established. In this regard, the critical radius
for the oxide-ion transfer, unit cell free volume, and Goldschmidt tolerance factor (tf) are the key
factors that govern the oxide ion conductivity in PBCO perovskite oxides [33–35]. Among those
properties, the Goldschmidt tolerance factor is a useful indicator for evaluating distortion of the crystal
structure [36,37]. A Sc3+ ion substitution into the layered perovskite material PBCO could provide a
beneficial effect on the of lattice crystal structure. The Goldschmidt tolerance factor (tf) approaches 1
by substitution of Sc3+ in PBCO. Since the tf value of PBCO is 1.012, it is possible to reduce the tf by
doping the B site with an ion larger than the Co ion. In this regard, substituting a larger Sc3+ (0.75 Å)
ion with a smaller Co3+/4+ (0.53–0.61 Å) ion could converge tf closer to 1, which enables fast oxygen
transport. [38,39]

In this study, we report the improvement of electrochemical performance by Sc3+ doping into the
layered perovskite, PBCO. To investigate the Sc3+ doping effect on PBCO, we evaluated the structural
characteristics, morphological properties, oxygen contents (5 + δ), electrical and electrochemical
properties of PBCO, PrBaCo1.9Sc0.1O5+δ (PBCSc), and Pr0.5Ba0.5Co0.9Sc0.1O3−δ (SP-PBCSc).

2. Materials and Methods

PrBaCo2O5+δ (PBCO), PrBaCo1.9Sc0.1O5+δ (PBCSc) and Pr0.5Ba0.5Co0.9Sc0.1O3−δ (SP-PBCSc) oxides
were synthesized through the Pechini method. Stoichiometric amounts of Pr(NO3)3·6H2O (Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO, USA, 99.9%, metal basis), Ba(NO3)2 (Aldrich, ≥99%), Co(NO3)2·6H2O (Aldrich, ≥98%),
Sc(NO3)3·xH2O (Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA, USA, 99.9%), and citric acid as chelate were dissolved
in distilled water. After the proper amount of polyethylene glycol was completely dissolved, the
solutions were heated to approximately 250 ◦C in air until combustion to form a fine powder of the
cathode materials. The resulting powders were calcined at 600 ◦C for 4 h and ground with zirconia
balls for 24 h. Samples were pressed into a pellet and sintered at 1150 ◦C for 6 h and 1200 ◦C for 4 h
to prepare a dense pellet. The Ce0.9Gd0.1O2−δ (GDC) powder for the electrolyte and the NiO-GDC
powder for the anode were synthesized using the glycine-nitrate process (GNP) with stoichiometric
amounts of metal nitrates and glycine.

The crystalline structures of samples were determined by X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku
diffractometer, Cu Kα radiation). The Rietveld refinement using GSAS II program was used to analyze
the crystal structures and lattice parameters of the samples. The high-resolution transmittance electron
microscopy (HR TEM) images were obtained with a JEOL JEM 2100F at 200 kV. The microstructures
of samples were investigated using a field emission scanning electron microscope (Nova Nano SEM,
FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA). The electrical conductivities of samples were determined by a four-terminal
DC arrangement with a BioLogic Potentiostat from 100 to 800 ◦C. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
was performed using a thermogravimetric analyzer (SDT-Q600, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE,
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USA) from 100 ◦C to 900 ◦C with a heating/cooling rate of 2 ◦C min−1 in air. Iodometric titration
was performed to measure the oxygen contents at room temperature. The samples were dissolved
in HCl under inert gas atmosphere to prevent the oxidation of the I− ions. The solution was titrated
with sodium thiosulfate solution. Regarding the error of this analytic method, the standard deviation
values of the samples were calculated.

Symmetric cells were used for the impedance spectroscopy measurement. The GDC powders
were pressed into pellets and sintered at 1350 ◦C for 4 h in air to fabricate a dense electrolyte. Cathode
slurries were painted onto both surfaces of the GDC electrolyte and heated at 950 ◦C for 4 h. Ni-GDC
anode-supported cells (cathode/GDC/Ni-GDC) were prepared using a drop-coating method. The NiO
powder, GDC powder, and starch were mixed using ball-milling in ethanol for 24 h. The mixed powders
were pressed into pellets and fired at 800 ◦C for 4 h. Thin GDC electrolyte was prepared by a refined
particle suspension coating technique. A GDC suspension was prepared by dispersing GDC powders
(Aldrich) in a solvent with the proper amount of binder, then dispersant, and plasticizer at a ratio of
1:10. The GDC suspension was prepared by dispersing GDC powder in a solution of 2-butanone and
ethanol with a small amount of polyvinyl butyral as a binder, then plasticizers such as polyalkylene
glycol and butyl benzyl phthalate, and triethanolamine as a dispersant at a ratio of 1:10. The GDC
suspension solution was drop-coated to the Ni–GDC anode support, followed by drying in air and
co-sintering at 1400 ◦C for 5 h. For the preparation of cathode slurry, all pre-calcined electrode powders
were blended with an organic binder (Heraeus V006) to form slurries. The cathode slurries were
screen-printed on the surface of the electrolyte with an active cathode area of 0.36 cm2.

For the electrochemical performance of symmetrical cells and single cell, Ag wires were attached to
both electrodes using Ag paste. Ceramic adhesive (Aremco, Valley Cottage, NY, USA, Ceramabond 552)
was used to fix the cells at the end of the alumina tube.

Impedance spectra of the symmetrical cell in the air were measured at 400–600 ◦C under open
circuit voltage (OCV) in a frequency range of 1 mHz to 500 kHz with 10 mV AC perturbation with
curve fitting using software EC-lab. Impedance spectra of the samples were fitted to equivalent
circuits. To determine the electrochemical performance of single cells, humidified H2 (3 vol% H2O)
was provided on the surface of the anode, and air was supplied to the cathode as oxidant. The single
cell performances of cathodes were investigated at 400–550 ◦C using the BioLogic Potentiostat.

3. Results and Discussion

The crystal structures of PrBaCo2O5+δ (PBCO), PrBaCo1.9Sc0.1O5+δ (PBCSc), and
Pr0.5Ba0.5Co0.9Sc0.1O3−δ (SP-PBCSc) were confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (Figure 1a).
The XRD patterns show a single-phase layered perovskite structure without any detectable impurities
for PBCO and PBCSc. The chemical compatibility between the cathodes and the GDC electrolyte was
investigated with the mixture sintered at 950 ◦C for 4 h (Figure 1b). It revealed that there were no
secondary reactions between the cathodes and GDC electrolyte. Figure 1c–e exhibits the Rietveld
refinement profiles with the difference between the observed and calculate XRD. (Rp = 0.19, 0.16
and 0.17 for PBCO, PBCSc and SP-PBCSc, respectively.) Crystal structures and the calculated lattice
parameters are summarized in Table 1. PrBaCo1.8Sc0.2O5+δ is labeled with SP-PBCSc because of
its different crystal structure with PrBaCo1.8Sc0.2O5+δ. The samples for Sc3+ ≤0.1 represent the
layered perovskite phase. As shown in Table 1, PBCO shows an orthorhombic crystal structure with
the Pmmm space group, while PBCSc shows a tetragonal crystal structure with P4/mmm space
group. PBCO and PBCSc show a layered perovskite phase, however, SP-PBCSc with higher Sc3+

substitution (Sc3+ = 0.2) shows a simple perovskite cubic crystal structure with Pm3m space group.
From the high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images of PBCO and PBCSc,
A-site ordering layered structures were observed showing a weak additional spot in the fast-Fourier
transformed pattern, which are indexed with (001) of layered double perovskite. (Figure S1a,b)
Meanwhile, HR TEM image of SP-PBCSc (Figure S1c) shows the fast-Fourier transformed pattern
indexed with (001) of cubic perovskite.
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thick) are successfully fabricated without delamination between them. 

 

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope image of (a) PBCO, (b) PBCSc and (c) a cross-section 
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Figure 1. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of PrBaCo2O5+δ (PBCO), PrBaCo1.9Sc0.1O5+δ (PBCSc),
and Pr0.5Ba0.5Co0.9Sc0.1O3−δ (SP-PBCSc). (b) The chemical compatibility between the cathode materials
and Ce0.9Gd0.1O2−δ (GDC). Difference between the observed and calculated XRD profile of (c) PBCO,
(d) PBCSc and (e) that of SP-PBCSc.

Table 1. Space group and lattice parameters of PBCO, PBCSc and SP-PBCSc.

Sc
Content Cathode Space

Group a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)
Unit Cell

Volume (Å3)
Oxygen
Content

0 PrBaCo2O5+δ Pmmm 3.91914 3.84016 7.85418 118.206 5.68
0.1 PrBaCo1.9Sc0.1O5+δ P4/mmm 3.92141 3.92141 7.72105 118.730 5.64
0.2 Pr0.5Ba0.5Co0.9Sc0.1O3−δ Pm3m 3.90801 3.90801 3.90801 59.685 2.80

The microstructures of the PBCO and PBCSc were investigated using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) as presented in Figure 2. The similar microstructures of PBCO and PBCSc indicate that Sc3+

substitution does not affect the morphological property of the cathode materials. As shown in Figure 2c,
a dense GDC electrolyte (~10 µm thick) and a porous PBCSc cathode (~25 µm thick) are successfully
fabricated without delamination between them.
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Figure 3a shows the temperature dependence of the oxygen non-stoichiometry for PBCO and
PBCSc by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) in air. The oxygen contents (5 + δ) of samples at room
temperature were determined by iodometric titration. Average δ values of PBCO and PBCSc at room
temperature were 0.6833, 0.6367 with standard deviation values of 8.916 × 10−3 and 9.251 × 10−3,
respectively. In the temperature range of 100–900 ◦C, the Sc3+ substitution into PBCO leads to relatively
decrease the oxygen content.

Figure 3b presents the electrical conductivities of the samples at various temperatures.
The electrical conductivities of all samples increase with decreasing temperature, implying a typical
metallic behavior. All the samples show sufficient electrical conductivity values of 589, 503, and
344 S cm−1 for PBCO, PBCSc, and SP-PBCSc, respectively at 500 ◦C, which are higher than the
requirement for efficient SOFC operation (>10 S cm−1). PBCSc shows smaller electrical conductivity
than PBCO due to disturbance of the electron conduction, which originated from the substitution
of constant valance state Sc3+ ion for multivalent Co ion [24,40,41]. Substitution of the Sc3+ reduces
the overlapping between multivalent Co ion with the oxygen 2p orbitals and decreases the electron
transport between the multivalent cobalt cations, which is known as Zener double exchange.
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function of temperature in air.

The Goldschmidt tolerance factor is a useful indicator to determine the distortion of a unit cell
structure, defined by the following equation;

tf =
(rA + rO)√
(rB + rO)

, (1)

where rA, rB, and rO are the ionic radii of cation A, cation B, and oxygen, respectively. Figure 4 shows
that the substitution of Sc3+ into PBCO can converge the Goldschmidt tolerance factor of PBCO near
to 1 (e.g., from 1.012 to 1.006), implying that Sc3+ doping could reduce distortion of the perovskite
structure and alleviate the local strain of the lattice.
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The evaluation of free volume could be also a significant structural parameter to estimate
electrochemical performance. Free volume is defined as the difference between the perovskite unit
cell volume and the total volume occupied by the ions [36]. The large free volume could provide
sufficient space for oxygen transport in the unit cell, resulting in the reduction of activation energy for
oxygen diffusion [42]. Therefore, we calculated the specific free volume of PBCO and PBCSc, defined
as follows;

(specific free volume) = (free volume)/(unit cell volume), (2)

As seen in Figure 4, PBCSc exhibits higher specific free volume, 0.213, than that of PBCO, 0.206,
indicating that PBCSc can be considered as a more favorable structure for oxygen transfer due to larger
free volume for oxygen migration than that of PBCO.

Figure 5a shows impedance spectroscopy to evaluate the electrocatalytic activities of samples.
The area specific resistances (ASRs) were evaluated by alternating current (AC) impedance
spectroscopy with GDC symmetrical cells in air. As can be expected from the favorable structural
properties of PBCSc for oxygen anion transfer and ORR, (i.e., Goldschmidt tolerance factor and specific
free volume) the PBCSc shows a lower ASR value of 0.44 Ω cm2 than that of PBCO (0.58 Ω cm2).
Substitution of the Sc3+ ion into PBCO is a more effective method to reduce the impedance of the
cathode material than several approaches recently reported to enhance the electrocatalytic activity of
cathode materials. [43–45] Meanwhile, the ASR value of SP-PBCSc is increased due to its structural
change to the cubic Pm3m crystal structure. A similar result was observed in the A-site doped
PrBa1−xSrxCo2O5+δ system; a phase transition was observed for higher Sr content (orthorhombic→
tetragonal→ cubic structure) [46]. According to the Adler–Lane–Steele (ALS) model [47], the ASR
is related to oxygen kinetics, such as bulk diffusion (D∗o ) and surface exchange (k0

o); this can be
expressed as,

Rcathode =
RT
2F2

[
τ

(1−ϕ)Sc2
0D∗oko

o

] 1
2

(3)

where ϕ, S, and τ are the porosity, surface area, and tortuosity, respectively. Assuming that the
structural parameters of both PBCO and PBCSc are similar (porosity, cathode surface area, and
tortuosity), high bulk diffusion and surface exchange lead to lower ASR values. Therefore, it can
be explained that Sc3+ substitution results in the improvement of oxygen-related electrochemical
properties (i.e., fast oxygen diffusion and high surface kinetics on the surface).

Total ASR values consist of the sum of the charge-transfer resistance (R2) and the non-charge
transfer resistance (R3) [48]. R2 is associated with the migration and diffusion of oxygen species
from the triple phase boundary to the electrolyte, while R3 is generally related to the non-charge
transfer process (e.g., oxygen surface exchange and gas-phase diffusion on the surface of the electrode).
The non-charge transfer resistance (R3) of PBCSc is lower than that of PBCO, (Figure 5b) indicating
that Sc3+ substitution considerably lowers non-charge transfer resistance (R3) [25].

Arrhenius plots of the polarization resistances for PBCO, PBCSc, and SP-PBCSc are shown
in Figure 5c. The activation energies determined by the slope of the Arrhenius plots are related
to the oxygen kinetics of the cathode including the oxygen adsorption, dissociation, and diffusion
behavior [14,49]. The activation energies (Ea) are 102 and 96 kJ mol−1 for PBCO and PBCSc, respectively.
This result matches well with other reports on the enhancement of oxygen surface exchange through
partial substitution of Sc3+ [31,32].

Figure 6 presents the current-voltage (I–V) curves and corresponding power density curves for
the cathode/GDC/Ni-GDC cell using humidified H2 and air, as a fuel and oxidant, respectively.
As expected from the lower ASR value of PBCSc, PBCSc exhibits excellent maximum power densities
of 1.3 and 0.73 W cm−2 at 550 and 500 ◦C, respectively and these are ~1.5 times higher than those
of PBCO.
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4. Conclusions

In the present study, the scandium doping effect on PrBaCo2O5+δ (PBCO) was studied to
improve the electrochemical performance of LT-SOFC by characterizing the structural, electrical,
and electrochemical properties of PBCO and PrBaCo1.9Sc0.1O5+δ (PBCSc). The substitution of Sc3+

improves the electrochemical performance of PBCO by favoring structural properties related to O2−

diffusion and oxygen reduction reactions. Based on these favorable Sc3+ doping effects, the PBCSc
cathode presents a low polarization resistance (0.44 Ω cm2) at 500 ◦C with a maximum power density
of 0.73 W cm−2 which is 1.3 times higher than that of PBCO. Consequently, these results imply that the
substitution of Sc3+ into the PBCO could effectively enhance the cathodic electrochemical performance
of low-temperature SOFC.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/8/11/2217/
s1, Figure S1: The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images of (a) PBCO, (b) PBCSc,
and (c) SP-PBCSc, Figure S2: Impedance spectra of single cells (Cathode/GDC/Ni-GDC) in a temperature range
of 450 to 550 ◦C: (a) PBCO, (b) PBCSc and (c) SP-PBCSc, respectively.
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